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Abstract 

 

The nonlinear-optical response of a material leads to novel phenomena and applications. At present, 

most nonlinear-optical materials are based on the electric susceptibility. This thesis investigates the 

magnetic susceptibility as an alternative that might lead to a greatly enhanced nonlinear-optical 

response. To assess the nonlinearity of test systems, the Schrödinger equation and magnetic dipole 

moment operator are coded in Python using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to 

calculate the eigenstates and eigenenergies of a three-dimensional (3D) toroidal potential well, which 

is chosen as a prototypical magnetic system. The numerical results compare favorably with the 

analytical solution of the Schrödinger equation for the special case of a quantum wire, thus validating 

the method. A calculation of the magnetic dipole moment as a function of magnetic field strength 

demonstrates a nonlinear magnetic response, suggesting that such materials might be candidates for 

the next generation of nonlinear-optical materials.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

This thesis describes computational methods that simulate the magnetic dipole moment of an electric 

charge confined to a torus with an externally-applied magnetic field. The goal is to determine the 

nonlinear susceptibility of the system, a quantity that is important for nonlinear-optical applications. 

The strength of an electrical dipole moment is limited to the linear distance that the charge is 

displaced. For a loop of fixed size, the current can, in principle, be made arbitrarily large. Therefore, 

we use computer simulations as the first step to exploring whether or not the magnetic susceptibility 

can exceed the electric ones. If so, a new area of research and application could follow.  

The torus is the ideal system for this study because an applied magnetic field will change both the 

magnitude of the current and its average position within the tube. As the centroid of the orbiting 

current gets forced toward the inner tube wall, the induced magnetic dipole moment should become a 

nonlinear function of the applied magnetic field. This is analogous to the charge along a straight wire 

bunching up at its end in the presence of an applied electric field. 

The central part of this thesis is the development of numerical techniques to calculate the wave 

function of an electric charge confined to a torus. Validation of the theory is made by comparing the 

limiting case of a small tube diameter with the exact solutions of the Schrödinger equation of a charge 

confined to a loop. The problem is then solved in the presence of a magnetic field to demonstrate that 

magnetic susceptibilities can be calculated. 

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method offers a numerical method capable of 

implementing the Schrödinger equation in a three-dimensional (3D) structure [1]. FDTD has been 

used to find eigenfunctions of arbitrarily shaped structures for use in computer simulation of quantum 

mechanical systems [2]. The FDTD method has also been used for the optical characterization of 

microcrystalline solar cells [3]. This work develops the FDTD method to calculate the wave function 

of a charge inside a torus allowing for differing tube radii and the addition of a magnetic field. 

Python 3.8 is utilized to simulate the system using the FDTD method. Python  is free, open-source, 

and well documented and widely used for scientific applications. The language offers most of the 

necessary packages like SciPy, NumPy, Matplotlib, and Pandas. Most of these packages are included 

in the Anaconda Distribution, which also includes Spyder, a cross-platform integrated development 

environment (IDE) optimized for use in scientific computing. Python is considered a top-level 

programming language that offers clean, tab-oriented, and easy-to-read syntax. Packages, like 
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Numba, allow Python speed-optimization by taking the Python code and compiling it into machine 

code to allow the NumPy arrays and loops to be executed with speeds that match low-level languages 

such as C++. Other considerations when implementing the FDTD method in Python are discussed in 

Appendix A. 

 

1.1 Research Goal 

 

The main goal of this research is to discover evidence of nonlinearities and determine the nonlinear 

susceptibility within the toroidal system by 

1. Implementing the Schrödinger equation in Python using the FDTD method; 
 

2. Simulating the wave function of an electric charge inside a 3D torus structure; 
 

3. Calculating the eigenenergies of the first five excited states of the system; 
 

4. Comparing simulation results to exact solutions of the Schrödinger equation; 
 

5. Simulating the effects of a static magnetic field to illustrate the nonlinearity of the magnetic 
dipole moment of the system; and  
 

6. Determining the induced magnetic dipole moment of each excited state as a function of 
magnetic field.  
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Chapter 2: The FDTD Method 

 

The formulation in this chapter is drawn heavily from [4, 15]. The FDTD implementation begins with 

the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [5, 6], which is written in the following form: 

��� , ", #, �$�� = % ℏ2'� (���� , ", #, �$� � + ���� , ", #, �$�"� + ���� , ", #, �$�#� * 

                                                    − ,ℏ -� , ", #$�� , ", #, �$.  (1) 

 �� , ", #, �$ is now separated into real and imaginary components:  

  �� , ", #, �$ = �.��/� , ", #, �$ + % ⋅ �,��1� , ", #, �$.  (2) 

 

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) leads to two coupled equations: 

  
234567��,8,9,�$2� = − ℏ��5 :��,��1� , ", #, �$ + ;ℏ -� , ", #$�,��1� , ", #, �$,  (3a) 

 

  
23<=6>��,8,9,�$2� = ℏ��5 :��.��/� , ", #, �$ − ;ℏ -� , ", #$�.��/� , ", #, �$.  (3b) 

 
These equations need to be in a form that allows implementation in computer code. Taking the finite-

difference approximations in space and time results in the following two coupled equations: 

 

 �.��/?@; �', A, B$ = �.��/? �', A, B$ + C�ℏ -�', A, B$�,��1?@DE �', A, B$ 
     − ℏ��5 C��C�$E

GHH
HHI  �,��1?@DE �' + 1, A, B$ + �,��1?@DE �' − 1, A, B$
+�,��1?@DE �', A + 1, B$ + �,��1?@DE �', A − 1, B$
+�,��1?@DE �', A, B + 1$ + �,��1?@DE �', A, B − 1$ − 6�,��1?@DE �', A, B$JKK

KKL,  (4a) 

 

 

 �,��1?@ME �', A, B$ = �,��1?@DE �', A, B$   − C�ℏ -�', A, B$�.��/?@; �', A, B$ 
     + ℏ��5 C��C�$E N  �.��/?@; �' + 1, A, B$ + �.��/?@; �' − 1, A, B$+�.��/?@; �', A + 1, B$ + �.��/?@; �', A − 1, B$+�.��/?@; �', A, B + 1$ + �.��/?@; �', A, B + 1$ − 6�.��/?@; �', A, B$O.  (4b) 

 
In Eq. (4) computational matrix positional integer indices m, n, l have replaced the Cartesian 

coordinates x, y, z, respectively, in Eq. (3). Similarly, the computational time step k has replaced t. 
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Once the cell size P  is chosen, the time step P� must also be chosen so the constants implementing 

the spatial Laplacian are small enough to maintain stability [7]. This alternate implementation of the 

real and imaginary components Eq. (4a) and (4b) simulates the behavior of the evolution of � in time. 

Details are available in the literature [6-15].   

Figure 1 illustrates the quantum ring that will be used in the simulation. The ring is represented by a 

torus with a diameter of 70 Angstroms. The tube of the torus has a diameter of 12 Angstroms. The 

entire problem space is bordered by a perfectly matched layer (PML) [16, 17] that can absorb 

outgoing waves that would otherwise interfere with the simulation. The implementation has been 

described in a previous paper [11] and will not be repeated here. Figure 2 shows the XY- and YZ- 

planes of the FDTD problem space used for this problem including the potentials, monitoring point, 

and PML for the system. This figure is not to scale, but rather represents  the shape of the system 

implemented in the FDTD code. The system is composed of 3D cells that are one Angstrom cubed in 

volume making up a 100 x 100 x 30 grid. Figure 3 shows the system implemented in Python with the 

torus shape at 0 eV and the rest of the system at 4.6 eV potential. The PML cannot be seen in Fig 1. 

The energies in both Figs. 2 and 3 represent the depth of the potential well at any point. 

 

 
Figure 1.  A quantum torus that is 70 Angstroms in diameter; the tube is 12 Angstroms in diameter. 
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Figure 2.  XY- and XZ-planes of the problem space containing the torus. The total problem space is 
100 x 100 x 30 cells. Each cell is one Angstrom cubed. The energies represent the depth of the 

potential well in the given area. 

 

Figure 3.  3D view of a torus shaped potential well of 0 eV potential in a system of background 
potential 4.6 eV. 
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Chapter 3: Simulation of the Torus 

3.1 Determining the Eigenstates of the Torus 

The FDTD method can be used to determine the eigenenergy and eigenstates of a potential that may 

not have an analytic solution [18, 19]. Any quantum wave function in a quantum mechanical system 

can be written as a superposition of eigenstates, 

 ���, �$ = ∑ RS��$�T,UVWℏ X�YSZ� , (5) 
 

where RS��$ are the eigenfunctions of the system and the [S are their corresponding eigenenergies. 

The state variable, ���, �$, can be written this way even if the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies are 

unknown. Calculating the eigenenergies of the system is accomplished by monitoring the time-

domain data at one point in the torus, ��, and then taking the Fourier transform: 

  \]����, �$^ = _ `�∞T∞
a∑ RS���$�T,UVWℏ X�YSZ� b �,c� = ∑ RS���$d Ue − fWℏ XYSZ� . (6) 

The last step results from the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions: 

  _ �T,�cWTc=$�`�∞T∞
= g1 A = '0 A ≠ '. (7) 

The Fourier transform in Eq. (6) produces a series of Dirac-delta functions in the frequency domain 

corresponding to the eigenenergies of the system.   

Usually, a narrow pulse that contains the eigenstates of the system is used as the initial wave function ���, �$, in Eq. (5), as in [1]. However, to search for the ground state of the torus illustrated in Fig. 2, a 

test function that was radially symmetric within the torus was used to minimize the computational 

cost. Figure 4 shows this function. The FDTD simulation starts, and as time progresses, the time-

domain data is saved at the point �� in the torus. Figure 5(a) shows the real component of the time-

domain data at the monitoring point. Figure 5(b) shows the Fourier transform of this data and 

calculates the eigenenergy. The peak in Fig. 5(b) corresponds to the ground state energy of [� =0.4646 �-.  
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Figure 4.  A narrow Gaussian pulse initialized within the torus. 

 

 

Figure 5.  (a)  The time-domain plot of the wavefunction at the monitoring point ��;  

(b)  The Fourier transform of the time-domain data. 
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In order to determine the corresponding ground state eigenfunction R���$, the discrete Fourier 

transform of the state variable is required at each point in the entire problem space for the frequency e� = fjℏ : 

 k\l]���, �$^cZfj/ℏ = _ `�∞T∞
n∑ RS��$�T,�fW/ℏ$�YSZ� o�,�fj/ℏ$� 

                                           = _ `�∞T∞
n∑ RS��$�T,p�fWTfj$/ℏq�YSZ� o = R���$. (8) 

Eq. (8) is implemented by a running Fourier Transform at each point in the problem space. This is 

described in detail in [2] and will not be repeated here. This calculation results in the waveform 

shown in Fig. 6.    

 

Figure 6.  The ground state eigenfunction for a toroidal system with ���� = 6 Å. 

 

Higher order eigenstates can be generated by starting with the ground state eigenfunction of Fig. 6 

and imposing the phase term �,∙�s∙S∙t, where n is the eigenfunction number. The wavefunction rotates 

counterclockwise as time progresses, illustrated by Fig. 7; the same is true of all the higher excited 

states. Eigenstates corresponding to negative integers rotate clockwise as time progresses. Figure 8 

shows the wavefunction after 10,000 iterations for the ground state and each of the first five excited 

states, i.e., A = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The system contains a ground state eigenenergy that can be found with 
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a Fourier transform. Each higher state also undergoes a Fourier transform at the monitoring point to 

determine the eigenenergy of that excited state. For comparison to the analytical solution of the 

Schrödinger equation for a quantum wire the simulated ground state eigenenergy is subtracted from 

the eigenenergy for each state calculated with Eq. (8).  

 

 

         (a)         (b) 

 

         (c)         (d) 

Figure 7.  The real component of the wavefunction in the first excited state at (a) t = 0 fs; 

(b) t = 50 fs; (c) t = 150 fs; (d) t = 300 fs. 
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Figure 8.  Real component of the wavefunction at the (a) Ground state; (b) First excited state; (c) 
Second excited state; (d) Third excited state; (e) Fourth excited state; (f) Fifth excited state. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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3.2 Comparison with a Quantum Wire 

 

The energies of the excited states can be determined by monitoring the waveforms in the torus at a 

single point and then taking the Fourier transform, as was done to determine the ground state energy 

in Fig. 5. The energies of the first five eigenstates are listed in Table 1. 

The torus’ eigenenergies are compared to those of the eigenstates of a quantum wire with the same 

diameter, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Due to the continuity of the wavefunction and the rotational 

symmetry of the loop, all eigenstates of the quantum wire must satisfy the periodic boundary 

condition, i.e., it must return to its original position after going around the circumference, as shown in 

Fig. 9(b). Therefore, any eigenenergy of the wire must have wavelengths of 2w × 70 angstroms 

divided by an integer.  Therefore, the eigenenergies are: 

z{S = |S�2' = 12' } ℎ�S�� = 12' � ℎA2w70nÅo��
 (9) 

 
These energies are also listed in Table 1. 
 
In order to compare these values with those of the FDTD simulation, it is necessary to subtract the 
ground state energy from the FDTD calculated energies.  This is done in Table 1 and Fig. 10. 
 
 
Table 1.  Analytical and Numerical eigenenergies for the first five excited states in a torus of ���� =6 Å. 

State Analytical (loop) ε [eV] Numerical (torus) ε [eV] Difference 

1 0.003113 0.003308 6.3 % 

2 0.012453 0.012198 2.0 % 

3 0.028019 0.028325 1.1 % 

4 0.049811 0.050034 0.45 % 

5 0.07783 0.078152 0.41 % 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
 

Figure 9.  (a) Quantum wire with a loop diameter of 70 Å; (b) Monitoring of the real (blue) and 
imaginary (magenta) parts of the wavefunction as it travels around the circumference of the quantum 

wire. 

 

Figure 10.  Comparison of the numerical and analytical eigenenergies for each excited state of an 
electric charge confined to a torus with ���� = 6 Å. 
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3.3 Limiting the Size of the Tube Radius 

 

The tube radius needs to be as small as possible within the simulation environment to be as close to 

the loop of quantum wire from Fig. 9(a) as possible. This quantum wire would have a tube radius of 

zero, which is not possible for the numerical method to calculate. The minimum tube radius for the 

simulation is one angstrom. Without an externally applied magnetic field, the charge will be on 

average in the center of the tube at any tube radius. The contour plots of the XY- and XZ-planes of 

the probability density after 10,000 iterations at a tube radius of six angstroms are illustrated by Fig. 

11 that shows |�|�, the probability density of the location of an electric charge within the torus. 

Figure 12 shows the probability density calculation after the same number of time steps for a tube 

radius of one angstrom. Each contour plot shows |�|� in the fifth excited state. All lower-energy 

states have similar results with the location of the centroid. 

       

                                  (a)                                   (b) 

Figure 11.  (a)  XY-plane contour plot of the probability density, |�|�, in the fifth excited state of the 
location of an electric charge confined in a torus (red) with ���� = 6 Å confirming the location of the 

centroid is, on average, centered within the torus;  (b)  XZ-plane contour plot of the probability 
density, |�|�, in the fifth excited state of the location of an electric charge confined in a torus (red) 
with ���� = 6 Å confirming the location of the centroid is, on average, centered within the torus. 
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                                (a)                                  (b) 

Figure 12.  (a)  XY-plane contour plot of the probability density, |�|�, in the fifth excited state of the 
location of an electric charge confined in a torus (red) with ���� = 1 Å confirming the location of the 

centroid is, on average, centered within the torus;  (b)  XZ-plane contour plot of the probability 
density, |�|�, in the fifth excited state of the location of an electric charge confined in a torus (red) 
with ���� = 1 Å confirming the location of the centroid is, on average, centered within the torus. 

 

Figures 11 and 12 confirm the local maxima and minima are in the center of the torus in both the XY- 

and XZ- planes as the tube radius becomes small. The torus in the XZ- plane appears as a diamond 

shape at a tube radius of one angstrom because the FDTD cell size is one ,angstrom cubed. With only 

two FDTD cells for the entire diameter of the tube, it becomes impossible to model as a more circular 

shape. This problem could be solved by making the cell size smaller or by employing a sub-gridding 

algorithm [20, 21]. Either method would make the numerical method more accurate but would also 

cost valuable computational time. For this thesis, simulations ran in under two minutes, but still 

maintained accuracy to several significant digits. Comparisons of the eigenenergies at each excited 

state were made verifying the simulation method. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the results follow a similar 

trend for tube radii of four, two, and one angstrom(s) and Figs. 13, 14, and 15 plot the comparisons of 

eigenenergies at tube radii of four, two, and one angstrom(s), respectively. The simulation method has 

the highest discrepancy during the second excited state where the radius of the tube is four angstroms 

at 10.3 percent difference between the analytical and numerical simulation result. All the 

eigenenergies were calculated using Fourier theory as described earlier in this thesis. 
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Table 2.  Analytical and Numerical eigenenergies for the first five excited states of an electric charge 
in a torus of ���� = 4 Å. 

State Analytical (loop) ε [eV] Numerical (torus) ε [eV] Difference 

1 0.003113 0.003101 0.38 % 

2 0.012453 0.011165 10.3 % 

3 0.028019 0.028118 0.35 % 

4 0.049811 0.05024 0.86 % 

5 0.07783 0.076911 1.2 % 

 

Table 3.  Analytical and Numerical eigenenergies for the first five excited states in a torus of ���� =2 Å. 
State Analytical (loop) ε [eV] Numerical (torus) ε [eV] Difference 

1 0.003113 0.003068 1.5 % 

2 0.012453 0.011338 9.0 % 

3 0.028019 0.02781 0.75 % 

4 0.049811 0.049553 0.52 % 

5 0.07783 0.07743 0.51 % 

 

Table 4.  Analytical and Numerical eigenenergies for the first five excited states in a torus of ���� =1 Å. 
State Analytical (loop) ε [eV] Numerical (torus) ε [eV] Difference 

1 0.003113 0.003068 1.5 % 

2 0.012453 0.011338 9.0 % 

3 0.028019 0.026878 4.1 % 

4 0.049811 0.051688 3.8 % 

5 0.07783 0.076498 1.7 % 
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Figure 13.  Comparison of the exact and simulated eigenenergies for each excited state inside a torus 
with ���� = 4 Å. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Comparison of the exact and simulated eigenenergies for each excited state inside a torus 
with ���� = 2 Å. 
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Figure 15.  Comparison of the exact and simulated eigenenergies for each excited state inside a torus 
with ���� = 1 Å. 

 

Figures 13 through 15 find that the analytical eigenenergies of a particle in a wire loop converge to 

the numerical eigenenergies for the particle confined to a torus when at the higher energies at every 

tube radius.
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Chapter 4: Calculation of the Magnetic Dipole Moment 

 

The FDTD method can be used to solve the Schrödinger equation for the energy eigenfunctions and 

eigenenergies. This is done for an electric charge confined to a torus in the presence of an applied 

magnetic field, using the resulting wave function to calculate the induced magnetic dipole moment as 

a function of the applied magnetic field for each energy eigenfunction. This chapter uses that method 

to compare wave functions as a static magnetic field is applied and increases in intensity.  

When a magnetic field is present, the Hamiltonian becomes: 

 � = ;�� Uℏ, : − � ⋅ �X� + -��.�� , ", #$. (10) 

This thesis restricts the magnetic field to the z-direction, so 

 � = ����. (11) 

With this restriction A becomes: 

 � = ;� �−"���� +  ����$,  (12) 

Making the Hamiltonian take the following form: 

 � = ℏE�� U 2E2�E + 2E28E + 2E29EX + % ℏ�j��� U−" 22� +  228X + �E�jE�� � � + "�$ + -��.�� , ", #$. (13) 

This ignores the electric dipole interaction. The details of the implementation of Eq. (13) into FDTD 

have previously been described elsewhere [5, 6] and will not be reflected in this thesis. Figure 16 is a 

schematic representation of the system and an applied magnetic field.  
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Figure 16.  Torus system with an applied magnetic field. 

The FDTD method formulated in Chapter 2 is implemented the same way, except Eq. (4) will now 

have a term accounting for the magnetic field. 

 �.��/?@; �', A, B$ = �.��/? �', A, B$ + P�ℏ -�', A, B$�,��1?@;� �', A, B$ 

  − ℏ2'�
P��P $�

GH
HHH
I  �,��1?@;� �' + 1, A, B$ + �,��1?@;� �' − 1, A, B$
+�,��1?@;� �', A + 1, B$ + �,��1?@;� �', A − 1, B$
+�,��1?@;� �', A, B + 1$ + �,��1?@;� �', A, B − 1$ − 6�,��1?@;� �', A, B$JK

KKK
L
 

+ �∆�$�∆ $������8'�ħ ��' − ��$� + �A − ��$�� �,��1S@;� �', A, B$ 

+ �∆�$���4'� a −�A − ��$ ∙ ��.��/S �' + 1, A, B$ − �.��/S �' − 1, A, B$�+�' − ��$ ∙ ��.��/S �', A + 1, B$ − �.��/S �', A + 1, B$�b, 
 
 

(14 a) 

 �,��1?@�� �', A, B$ = �,��1?@;� �', A, B$ + P�ℏ -�', A, B$�.��/?@; �', A, B$ 

+ ℏ2'�
P��P $� N  �.��/?@; �' + 1, A, B$ + �.��/?@; �' − 1, A, B$+�.��/?@; �', A + 1, B$ + �.��/?@; �', A − 1, B$+�.��/?@; �', A, B + 1$ + �.��/?@; �', A, B − 1$ − 6�.��/?@; �', A, B$O 

− �∆�$�∆ $������8'�ħ ��' − ��$� + �A − ��$�� �.��/?@; �', A, B$ 

+ �∆�$���4'� � −�A − ��$ ∙ ��,��1?@;� �' + 1, A, B$ − �,��1?@;� �' − 1, A, B$�
+�' − ��$ ∙ ��,��1?@;� �', A + 1, B$ −  �,��1?@;� �', A + 1, B$�� 

 

(15 b) 
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The �' −  ��$ and �A − ��$ terms replace   and ", respectively, since they are now measured from 

the center of the torus. �� and �� represent the center point along the  - and "-axes, respectively. The 

center of the torus is symmetric about the #-axis, making �' −  ��$ and �A − ��$ the same value. The 

magnetic dipole moment operator needs to be calculated and implemented using the FDTD method. 

This process is detailed in the literature [1] and results in Eq. (16). 

 � = −% �ħ2'� a� − ��$ ��" − �" − ��$ �� b − �����$4'� �� − ��$� + �" − ��$�� (16) 

 

The addition of a magnetic field to the quantum wire from Fig. 9(a) will speed up the current without 

changing the radius of the orbiting charge. Applying a static magnetic field to the torus changes the 

orbiting charge radius that will force the center of the wave function toward the inner wall of the torus 

instead of in the center of the torus as usual. The local maxima and minima of the wave function will 

also change as the strength of the magnetic field changes. Starting in the first excited state with no 

magnetic field and moving up to a field strength of 1000 T shows the difference in this behavior. 

Figure 17 shows the contour plot of the wave function of a torus with tube diameter of two angstroms 

without any applied magnetic field to establish a reference point for future comparisons. As expected, 

the wave function is, on average, centered inside the torus. As magnetic field strength increases this 

centroid will be forced toward the inner tube wall. The magnitude of the local maxima and minima 

will change as well. Table 5 shows the peak magnitudes of the wave function in the first excited state 

as magnetic field strength is increased toward a magnetic field of very high strength. The change in 

the wave function when a very large magnetic field is applied is about a 1.5 percent difference in 

maximum value. The minimum values have the same magnitude, but they are represented by a 

negative number.  

These simulations are repeated for each state up to state five. The wave function is calculated using 

Eq, (13) for the ground state and the first five excited states of the system with an increasing magnetic 

field. The magnetic field increases in magnitude until ���� = 1000 l. The simulation iterates 10,000 

time steps at this amplitude. The original wave function with no magnetic field is subtracted out of 

the wave function with the very high applied magnetic field. This difference in the probability density 

of the wave function without an applied magnetic field and the wave function when a static magnetic 

field of 1000 T is applied in the z-direction is illustrated in Figs. 18 through.21. The centroid of the 

orbiting current is no longer in the center of the torus structure and the peak magnitude has changed. 
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Table 5.  Maximum values of the real component of � as a function of applied magnetic field for the 
wave function in the first eigenstate. As the magnetic field intensifies the value is compared to the 

value of ���� when no magnetic field is applied.  

Magnetic Field [T] ����  Percent Change 

0 0.021518 0.0 % 

10 0.021521 0.01 % 

100 0.021548 0.14 % 

500 0.021672 0.72 % 

1000 0.021823 1.42 % 

 

 

Figure 17.  Contour plot of the probability density, |�|�, of the location of an electric charge in the 
first excited state confined to a torus (red) of ���� = 1 Å with no externally applied magnetic field. 
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Figure 18.  Fractional change in the probability density, |�|�, of the location of an electric charge in 
the first excited state between an applied magnetic field of 10 T and no applied magnetic field 

confined to a torus (red) of ���� = 1 Å. 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Fractional change in the probability density, |�|�, of the location of an electric charge in 
the first excited state between an applied magnetic field of 100 T and no applied magnetic field 

confined to a torus (red) of ���� = 1 Å. 
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Figure 20.  Fractional change in the probability density, |�|�, of the location of an electric charge in 
the first excited state between an applied magnetic field of 500 T and no applied magnetic field 

confined to a torus (red) of ���� = 1 Å. 

 

 

Figure 21.  Fractional change in the probability density, |�|�, of the location of an electric charge in 
the first excited state between an applied magnetic field of 1000 T and no applied magnetic field 

confined to a torus (red) of ���� = 1 Å. 

 

A magnetic field is applied in the positive z-direction and increased in magnitude. As this field 

increases, a dipole moment with an amplitude that increases nonlinearly is induced. This nonlinearly 

increasing amplitude is shown in Fig. 22. Furthermore, higher-energy states are observed to have a 

much larger nonlinearity. Figure 23 plots the magnetic dipole moment as a function of the magnetic 

field magnitude for each of the first five excited states showing the nonlinearity induced by the 

change in the radius of the orbiting charge. Each magnetic dipole moment is calculated using the 

FDTD method with 10,000 iterations. Figure 23 also proves the desired nonlinearity is created for 

each state as the magnitude of the magnetic field increases. This nonlinearity shows the charged 
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particles bunch up near the inner tube wall and may be used to optimize the non-linear optical 

response of the system. 

The induced magnetic dipole moments are negative, so are in the opposite direction of the applied 

magnetic field, in accordance with Lenz’s law (an induced electric current flows in a direction such 

that the current opposes the change that induced it). The induced magnetic dipole is a non-linear 

function of the amplitude of the applied magnetic field. Since the function is non-linear, the fractional 

change between the induced magnetic dipole moment with an applied field compared to the moment 

with no applied field is monitored.  

 

 

Figure 22.  Nonlinear increase of the amplitude of |�|� as a function of magnetic field. 

 

As the magnetic field increases in amplitude, the location of the peak amplitude changes. The orbiting 

charge increases speed and is forced toward the inner tube wall as the magnetic field strength 

increases. Recall from Fig. 9 in Chapter 3 the orbiting charge confined to the torus moves 

counterclockwise. Figure 24 shows the highest probable location of the peak amplitude of the charge. 

Fig. 24 illustrates that as the magnetic field increases the location of the peak increases in speed, i.e., 

moves further in the counterclockwise direction, and moves closer to the inner tube wall. The highest 

probable location of the charge is no longer in the center of the tube walls.  
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Figure 23.  Magnetic dipole moment as a function of magnetic field strength for an electric charge 
confined to a torus with ���� = 6 Å in the (a) first excited state; (b) second excited state; (c) third 

excited state; (d) fourth excited state; (e) fifth excited state. 

(e) 

(d) (c) 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 24.  The change in peak amplitude location of |�|� of an electric charge confined to a torus 
(red) with ���� = 1 Å. The peak of the wave function increases speed and is forced toward the inner 

tube wall.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

This thesis describes simulation methodology to determine nonlinear magnetic moments of an electric 

charge confined to a torus in the presence of a magnetic field.  The core simulation method is the 

finite-difference time-domain method. FDTD provides a way to implement the Schrödinger equation 

for three-dimensional simulations. The structure chosen for this thesis was a torus with constant 

radius and varying tube diameters. The torus was chosen because in the absence of an applied 

magnetic field, the centroid of the current will be in the center of the tube. As a magnetic field is 

applied and increased in strength the centroid will get forced toward the inner tube wall, which results 

in a nonlinear dependence of the induced dipole moment on applied magnetic field. 

The resolution of these simulations considers many factors such as cell size, problem space size, and 

the size of the time step. Any of these factors can be changed to adjust the resolution of the 

simulations but require the monitoring of certain parameters such as the shape of �.��/ and �,��1 to 

make sure they do not become distorted or break down.  

The real and imaginary components of the wave function were simulated for an electric charge inside 

a torus structure with a radius of 35 angstroms and a tube radius of sizes decreases from six to one 

angstrom(s) using an FDTD problem space consisting of one angstrom cubed cells constructing a 

100x100x30 cell grid. 

Exact numerical solutions to the Schrödinger equation were applied to the system. These values were 

compared to analytical values for a wire loop with the highest discrepancy of 10 percent occurring 

when the radius of the tube was four angstroms in the second state. These simulations used 10,000 

iterations allowing for some error in the approximation method. More time steps could be used to 

increase accuracy at the cost of computational time.  

The goal of this study was to determine the effect of a static magnetic field when applied to the 

system on the induced magnetic dipole moment using the calculated wave function. As the amplitude 

of the magnetic field increases, the centroid of the orbiting current moved toward the inner tube wall 

and the positions and magnitudes of the maximum and minimum values of the wave function 

changed. The induced dipole moments were all negative as expected according to Lenz’s law. The 

dipole moments were found to be a nonlinear function of the magnetic field strength. The nonlinearity 

observed demonstrates that the bunching of the charged particles near the torus wall may be a method 
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that could be used to optimize the nonlinear-optical response, and thus enable future applications that 

rely on the nonlinear-optical response of a material [3].  
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Appendix A – Considerations Implementing FDTD using Python 3.x 

 

Python offers a straight-forward way to implement the Schrödinger equation using the FDTD method. 

Python packages such as NumPy, SciPy, and Matplotlib allow for easy optimization and visualization 

of three-dimensional matrices. Using NumPy operations can reduce the number of loops used in the 

program, thus requiring less computational time to run each simulation. The Numba package provides 

an easy-to-use function call that speeds up some NumPy functions by converting the top-level Python 

code into machine code allowing for much quicker calculations. For this thesis, “for” loops were used 

to perform the FDTD calculations. Optimization techniques such as vectorizing and broadcasting 

might offer a way to speed up the simulations even more than the Numba package.  

The Python package Time lets users efficiently and accurately time certain operations or an entire 

piece of code. For this thesis, the FDTD, Fourier transform, and magnetic dipole moment calculations 

were timed using Python. The FDTD calculation took the longest ranging from 63.98 to 115.41 

seconds for 10,000 iterations depending on factors such as tube size, time step size, and the state of 

the system being simulated. The Fourier transform operation ranged from 5.65 to 9.13 seconds and 

the calculation of the magnetic dipole moment never took more than one second running from 0.23 to 

0.61 seconds. Plotting was not accounted for using the Time package. The entire simulation time 

varied from about two to three minutes per simulation for 10,000 iterations using a computer with an 

Intel i7-10750H 2.6 GHz processor with 16 GB of RAM. 


